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Breathlessness 
 
Breathlessness is a normal part of everyone’s daily life.  
 
Breathlessness can be a good thing, as it tells you when you are doing enough, and when 
you are doing too much. The level of breathlessness you are experiencing on everyday 
tasks may be more severe than you were previously used to.  
At rest, the aim is to be able to comfortably breathe without effort or discomfort.  
When active, try to have a level of breathlessness where you are able to speak in short 
sentences of just a few words.  
 
Stress and Breathlessness at rest 
 
Stress is a normal reaction to things out of your control. Some levels of stress can be 
helpful, such as protecting you from danger. Too much and unregulated stress is 
damaging to the body. It increases the demands on your body, requiring more oxygen 
and energy, and weakens your immune system. If you are frustrated during your 
recovery, you may feel stressed.  
 
If you are stressed, your breathing tends to sit higher in your chest, and posture muscles 
work hard against, rather than with your ribs to breathe.  
You may feel a sensation of not being able to take a deep breath in, like a block inside 
your chest stopping you breathe fully. These sensations are because the chest is 
working too hard. Breathing should be easy and by using the correct muscles will make 
it easier.  
 
Using your diaphragm to breathe allows the lungs to feel like they fill from the bottom.  
This breath is slow and comfortable. It is not rushed or effortful. It makes little noise 
and can help you relax.  
 
How to do it 
Find a comfortable position. There is no right or wrong answer to this. You may want to 
lean forwards on a table or your knees, or sit up straight. You may want to lie down. 
Whatever position you go to; be supported. Use cushions or pillows to let your body be 
able to sink into that position. You want nothing held, stretched, or propped.  
 
Focus on your belly button.  
You do not want to think of the areas of your body where you hold tension, feel tight or 
pain. Be aware of these sensations, but do not focus on them. Send your concentration 
to feeling your belly button fill and expand as you breathe in. Feel it soften and shrink as 
you breathe out. Let everything soften and relax as you breathe out.  It may help to have 
a hand resting on your belly to feel the rise and fall. Remember, don’t hold it there; let it 
rest there.  
 
Mouth or nose breathing? 
The slower the breath in, the more likely the breath will make your belly expand. Ideally 
this is through the nose; however you cannot force this to happen. If you try too hard to 
breathe through the nose it will close, you will not get the size of breath you are aiming 
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for and will feel ‘hungry’ for the next breath. If it does not come naturally, you will need 
to breathe through your mouth. As the belly breathes better, you will find it easier to 
breathe through your nose. It should feel as though you are ‘smelling the roses’.  
 
When should it be done? 
Ideally every breath would be a tummy breath. When you are doing something 
energetic, you will need more air to fuel your muscles. Try to keep these principles but 
your breath out may need to be more controlled if you are breathless.  
 
Positions to Help Breathlessness 
 
Positions which help push the diaphragm back into its domed position may relieve 
some of the feelings of breathlessness. 
 

Leaning Forwards  
in sitting 
Sit leaning forward 
with your elbows 
resting on your 
knees. Make your 
wrists and hands go 
limp.  
Try to relax your 
shoulders. Don’t 
push through your 
arms, let them relax.  

You can use the same 
position in standing resting 
your elbows onto a wall, a 
windowsill, a railing or a 
countertop. You could lean 
on a walking stick or a long 
umbrella if you use one. You 
can lean on a trolley while 
you are out shopping. A 
walking frame with wheels 
can be helpful.  

Sitting Leaning Forward at a Table  
Sit leaning 
forward with 
your elbows 
resting on a table. 
You can also put a 
few pillows or 
cushions on the 
table to rest your 
head on or just 
stop your elbows 
becoming sore. 

 

High Side Lying  
Lie on your side, 
with a few 
pillows under 
your head and 

shoulders. Some people like to use a foam wedge 
instead. A pillow between your waist and armpit 
can stop you sliding down the bed. Make sure the 
top pillow supports your head and neck.  
Your knees and hips should be slightly bent. It 
may be more comfortable to bend both of your 
legs, or just the top leg and a pillow between. 

Sitting Upright  
Sit upright against the 
back of a firm chair. Rest 
your arms on the chair 
arms or on your thighs. 
Make your wrists and 
hands go limp. 

Standing Leaning Back or Sideways  
Lean back or sideways against a wall, 
with your feet slightly apart and 
about one foot (30cms) away from 
the wall. Let your hands hang loosely 
by your sides, or rest them in your 
pockets. You may prefer to rest your 
hands or thumbs on your belt loops 
or waistband, or across the shoulder 
strap of your handbag. 

Adapted from ACPRC Leaflet GL-01 
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How to breathe when active 
 
Activity will make you breathless.  
Just because you are breathless doing something does not mean you should stop doing 
it. Stopping will make you more breathless and less able to that task and others.  
 
Breathlessness is made worse by holding your breath. We don’t realise we are doing it 
sometimes. We hold our breath when we strain. If an activity is difficult we make a 
‘humph’ noise. This is the throat closing to hold your breath.  

 
When doing anything that can make you breathless, try to purse your 
lips to blow out. It feels like you are ‘blowing out candles’. This 
pressure in the chest ‘scaffolds’ the lungs open, allowing the lungs to 
empty better. This in turn makes the next breath easier as there is 
more space for the next breath. This technique is called ‘Blow As You 
Go’ and fits into the cycle of ‘smell the roses’ and ‘blow the candles’. 
 
 

Adapted from ACPRC Leaflet No GL-02 
 

How do I do blow-as-you-go? 
Breathe in before you make the effort. Then breathe out while making the effort. For 
example, when lifting a heavy bag, breathe in before you lift the bag and then breathe 
out through pursed lips as you lift the bag - “blow as you go”!  
Time it with the hardest part, like standing up, stepping onto the next step or lifting 
your arm when reaching. Remember to blow when you push, pull, lift, move, slide, 
reach, bend or stand.  
 

What will help your breathlessness most is becoming fitter and more active.  
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Benefits of Exercise  

 

It is particularly important to exercise following a hospital stay. In hospital you are not 

as active as at home. Some of these effects of inactivity include:  

 Less efficient/weaker muscles including heart and respiratory  
 Less flexible muscles and joints 
 Bones become thinner (osteoporosis) 
 Increased risk of hospital admission/re-admission 

 
 
Where to start? 
 
 Start gradually and build up slowly. 
 Always  

Warm up, then Exercise, then Cool down 
 Aim to exercise regularly 

Approx. 20-30 min 
5 times per week  

 Exercise to a level where you are moderately short of breath  
 Alternate between arm and leg exercises. 
 Keep it simple  

Walking 
Lifting tins of beans 
Sit to stand 

 Try to coordinate breathing out on the hard work / effort 
 Most importantly listen to your body and ENJOY IT. 
 
Being short of breath is not dangerous but you should not feel unwell due to exercise i.e. 
Angina, Nausea, or any other symptoms.  If you have any pain or feel unwell due to 
exercise - stop immediately.  If symptoms do not stop, contact your GP. If symptoms 
do cease, please contact your physiotherapist prior to recommencing the exercises. 
 
Recovery takes time. 
If you cannot maintain an exercise for the 20-30 minutes at a time, reduce the intensity 
of the exercise. If you are walking, slow the pace, or have a short rest until you can 
continue. Don’t stop completely and give up. Everything takes time and practice. 

Regulates sleep pattern  Increased feeling of wellbeing  
Increased appetite Become use to feeling short of breath; not as 

uncomfortable  
Increased resistance to infection Reduces body fat percentage  
Improved survival rate Reduce feelings of frustration and stress 
Increased bone density Increase lean body mass  
Increased chest mobility Improve functional strength  
Fitter heart, improved circulation Improved self esteem  
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Warm Up and Cool Down 
 
These components of exercise are just as important as the exercises themselves. They 
ensure that you don’t injure yourself from doing too much too quickly, or from stopping 
too abruptly.  
 
Warm Up 
 
Warm-up exercises increase the blood flow and warm the body while loosening the 
joints and muscles needed to work out. Try to gear your warm up to the exercise you 
are about to do.  Start by slowly rehearsing the movements your body will make during 
the workout session and gradually increase the intensity of the movement. A proper 
warm-up may cause you to feel sweaty but should not cause you to feel fatigued. You 
should also begin to increase your breathing effort.  
 
Warm-ups are lighter versions of the sport or activity you are about to perform.  
 
 Walk slowly for five minutes to prepare for a brisk walk 
 Do a light aerobic activity, such as five minutes of walking, before strength training.  
 Continue a strength-training warm-up by making your joints go through the 

movements you will make during the workout.   
 You could perform some gentle stretches to move your joints.  
 
Cool Down 
 
Cool-down exercises reduce the heart rate and stretch warm muscles. Cool-downs 
have similar movements to warm-ups, but are needed to get the body back to 
resting.  
 
 Perform similar exercises to your warm up. 
 Include stretching exercises as this improves flexibility and range of motion 
 Stretches reduce stiffness and soreness by increasing blood flow to the muscles 
 Gradually reduce your exercise intensity and end your workout routine with 

stretching exercises.  
 Cool-down a brisk walk by slowing down to a leisurely pace.  
 
Continue your cool-down period with stretches to relax and stretch the muscles in 
your lower body. 
  
 When completing stretches ensure that the movement is slow and the stretch is 

sustained for 10-15 seconds. 
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GENERAL FITNESS PROGRAMME - Basic exercises  

 Knee raises (seated): 
Sit on an upright chair with thighs fully supported, 
your back straight and shoulders relaxed. Lift each 
knee up towards your chest. 
Keep steady paces to your breathing blowing out 
whilst raising each knee. 
 

 

Leg extensions: 
Sit on an upright chair with thighs fully supported, 

your back straight and shoulders relaxed. 

Straighten each leg alternatively at a steady rate 

whilst blowing out. Hold the leg out straight for 3 

seconds then relax. Repeat on the other leg. 

 

Step ups: 
Step on and off the step (holding on if necessary). 
Change your lead leg halfway through. 
Blow out whilst stepping up. 
 

 Heel  march: 
Stand with your back straight and arms relaxed by 

your side. Tap alternative heels in front of you. 

Keep a steady pace to your breathing. 

 

Standing push up’s: 
Stand arm’s length away from a wall with your feet 
hip width apart. Place your hands on the wall in 
line with shoulders. Move your body to and from 
the wall by bending your elbows. 
Blow out when pushing away from the wall. 
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Arm raises with weights (seated): 
Sit on an upright chair with your back straight. 
Keep the arms straight and bend the elbows so 
your hands reach your shoulders then raise your 
hands into the air. Return to original position and 
repeat. 
Blow out as you raise your arms. 

 

Walking: 
Walk up and down the length of the room or 
garden. 
Have a regular rhythm to your breath and blow to 
breathe out. 
Optional: Hold a weight to increase intensity. 
 

 
 
Breathlessness on exertion is normal, expected and desired.  
It is only when you are a little breathless when the changes to your body happens.  
If you do not achieve a little more breathlessness to a moderate level, you do not 
improve your fitness.  
 
Avoid extremes. You do not want to feel extremely tired, breathless or achy. These will 
demotivate you and delay your recovery. Listen to your body, it will tell you what you 
can or cannot do.  
 
If you feel overwhelmed by your breathlessness, you can start to panic. You are not 
alone in this sensation, and this response is normal, but will not help you. It is not only 
your body that will need time to recover. Being unwell can be a very emotional 
experience, and we have to consider your emotional wellbeing too.  
 
 
Relaxation 
As we mentioned earlier stress is a normal reaction to things out of your control. If you 
are frustrated during your recovery, you may feel stressed. Strong emotional health will 
help your physical health recover. Relaxation techniques are a good way of combating 
stress.  
 
There are many techniques and aids to relaxation. There are apps that can help you 
meditate and with mindfulness. Everyone is different, and one technique or relaxation 
script will not work for all.  Some apps that have free sections include Headspace and 
Calm.  Different voices can help and hinder different techniques. If something has not 
worked once, it doesn’t mean that all techniques won’t work. You will need to find what 
works for you. Health in Mind is the East Sussex Partnership that can offer services to 
support your mental health.  
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Relaxation over time may reduce your tendency to panic, but may not in itself stop a 
panic attack.  
 
There are many symptoms of panic.  
Some are: 
Dry mouth Tight lips and face 
Tingling sensations in fingers.  Feeling tense 
Cold hands or feet Feeling confused 
Faster of deeper breathing Bloated feelings in stomach 
Light-headedness Feeling anxious 
Dizziness Stiff fingers or arms 
Palpitations Blurred vision 
And there are many more.  
 
What to do if I start to panic? 
 When you start to feel panic, get into a comfortable position and try going through 
these steps of The Calming Hand: 
 

 

 Relax your hand out in front of you. 
 Make a gentle fist. Put your thumb out and say to 

yourself (either out loud or think it, whichever you 
prefer) “I am beginning to panic”. 

 Extend the next finger, the index finger, and gently 
sigh out. 

 Extend the middle finger and take a gentle breath 
in. 

 Extend the fourth finger, the ring finger, and slowly 
breathe out again. 

 Finally extend the little finger, stretch the hand, and 
relax. 

 Repeat this cycle. It may take several repeats to 
return to a feeling of calm.  

 Use as often as needed to manage the feelings of 
panic. 
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Helpful Hints 
 

 It will be important to pace yourself during your recovery; this will include 

considerations on how you plan your activities to avoid over exerting yourself 

and ensuring you are taking regular breaks. (More information on energy 

conservation can be found in the useful links) 

 Consider your positioning when you are doing activities, can you do them in a 

more efficient way i.e. are you able to sit to prepare vegetables rather than 

standing at the sink.  

 Ensure that you prioritise your activities so you are using your energy for the 

most important activities and consider whether anyone can help you complete 

other tasks. 

 Maintaining a healthy diet is an essential part of your recovery. You may find that 

your illness has left you with a loss of appetite or a change in your sense of taste. 

If you experience problems with unintentional weight loss, please contact your 

GP for advice.  

 It is important to remain well hydrated. Try to aim to drink 6-8 glasses of water a 

day. 
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Useful Links/Contacts 

 

Breathlessness 

 Post COVID Breathlessness helpline – 0300 222 5642 

 ACPRC Breathlessness management – www.acprc.org.uk/publications/patient-

information-leaflets/ 

 ACPRC Energy Conservation - www.acprc.org.uk/publications/patient-information-

leaflets/ 

Exercise 

 Fitness Studio exercise videos -- www.nhs.uk/conditions/nhs-fitness-studio/ 

 Home Exercises and other info  -- www.nhs.uk/oneyou/for-your-body/ 

Or www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/easy-low-impact-exercises/ 

 

Sleep/Pain 

 Information about sleep  -- www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-matters/sleep/ 

 Information on sleep -- www.nhs.uk/live-well/sleep-and-tiredness/ 

 Managing pain -- www.aftertrauma.org/symptoms-and-difficulties-after-

trauma/persistent-pain 

Managing pain -- www.aftertrauma.org/symptoms-and-difficulties-after-trauma/pain-

different-types 

Nutrition 

 Information on nutrition -- www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/  

 Action for Pulmonary Fibrosis videos on exercise and nutrition -- 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCizvTJ9QqJ9KXxfLpgnSQHw 

 

Mental Health 

 Health in Mind – see attached leaflet 

 Sussex Mental Health line - www.sussexpartnership.nhs.uk/sussex-mental-healthline or 

0300 5000 101 

 Headspace – www.headspace.com 

 

Community Contacts 

 Pulmonary fibrosis; Priority delivery for you online shopping  -

www.actionpulmonaryfibrosis.org/priority-delivery-your-online-shopping 

 Community Hub – see attached leaflet 

 Post COVID hub (by Asthma UK and British Lung Foundation) - www.post-covid.org.uk 

 Advice on managing at home - www.nhs.uk/health-at-home/ 

 Health and Social Care Direct - 0345 60 80 191 (open 8am to 8pm 7 days a week 

including bank holidays) 

 

http://www.post-covid.org.uk/
http://www.nhs.uk/health-at-home/

